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Introduction 

The Service Manager Smart Indicator provides information on related issues and the ability to drill 

down to this data quickly in order to troubleshoot the service user’s issue.  Smart Indicators can be 

configured to show other interactions and incidents open and closed for the same service user, 

incidents associated with the same service or incidents associated with the same configuration item 

(CI).  Smart Indicators can also be configured to show known errors for a service thus providing the 

ability to communicate to the caller information related with the service immediately.  

This document shows how to create both a Smart Indicator on the Service field within Change 

Management that will show incidents and known errors for this service that may affect how or when 

the planned change will be implemented, as well as how to search for open changes for a Service 

within an Interaction.   

Prerequisites 

 Service Manager 7.01 or higher 

 Experience with the Service Manager tailoring tools   

 Good knowledge of Service Manager JavaScript 
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Creating a Smart Indicator  

To create the Smart Indicator button on a new form, you first have to create the Context Definition 

record if one does not already exist.  A new Display Option that is executed when clicking the button 

will also need to be created and the State record will need to be edited to call the Process that will 

perform the action.   Finally a new button will need to be added to the form.  Additional configuration 

steps are also necessary to determine if data is available for the item in order to activate or deactivate 

the Smart Indicator button. 

Creating the Context Definition record 

Ensure that there is a Context Definition record for the table and field for which the Smart Indicator is 

being activated.  You can find this information by going to the contextDefinition table in Database 

Manager.  For this example, create a new record for the table cm3r and field affected.item with 3 

defined actions that will return data if it exists, as shown in the picture below.  The out-of-the-box 

system has 9 pre-defined Context Actions. 

 

Creating the scmessage record 

Ensure that there is a scmessage record for all actions that were defined in the contextDefinition 

record above.  In Database Manager, search on the scmessage table for a Class of contextAction.  If 

there is no scmessage record for an action, add a record to the scmessage table with the Action 

Name from the Context Definition record above in both the Message Number and Text fields. 
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Activating the Smart Indicator dynamically 

In order for the Smart Indicator to activate indicating that there is data related to a particular service, 

format control calculations must be added to the cm3r format control record.  There are 8 lines which 

may be copied from the incidents format control calculations. 

Initial = true 

$L.void=jscall("context.ResetForFields", $file) 

Display = true 

$context.contextExists=nullsub($contextExists, 

true);$context.field.name=nullsub($field.name, "") 

 

$context.profile.name=nullsub($profile.name, 

"");$context.state.name=nullsub($state.name, "") 

 

cleanup($contextExists);cleanup($field.name);cleanup($profile.name);clean

up($state.name) 

initial = true 

$contextExists=false;cleanup($field.name);cleanup($context.state) 

Display = $context.contextExists 

$L.context.result=jscall("context.GetResult", $file, filename($file), 

$context.field.name, $context.state.name, $context.profile.name, true) 

 
$L.eval.string="if ($L.context.result>0) then 

($"+str($context.field.name)+".on=\"true\") else 

($"+str($context.field.name)+".on=\"false\")" 

 
$L.void=evaluate(parse($L.eval.string, 11)) 

Validating Data Policy 

Verify that within Data Policy the field associated with the Smart Indicator, in this case affected.item, 

has the Usage Type defined as Application or Data.  If it is defined as System or Deprecated, it will 

not activate as the JavaScript is coded to ignore these Usage Types. 
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Creating the Smart Indicator button 

Determine the form where the Smart Indicator will be placed and the button id that will be assigned to 

the action.  To determine which option is available, go to the related display screen, search for all 

options used on that screen and sort by option number. For the purpose of this implementation, 

choose a number between 200 and 2000. In our example we will be using the CM.change.logging 

form and a button id of 399 which will be added to the cm.view.display screen within the Display 

Option module.   

 

To execute the smart action when the button is clicked, the runcontext Action will need to be added to 

the State Definition record with the Process Name of run.context.wizard and a Condition of true. 
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Finally, add a button to the CM.change.logging form next to the Service field with the following 

values.  

 

Note: The input value must be a variable and the same name as the input field with which it is 

associated. 
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Adding to an Existing Smart Indicator  

 To add a new search to an existing Smart Indicator you will need to create a new Context Action 

and then add it to a Context Definition record. 

Creating a Context Action 

In this example, a new Context Action to search for open changes against a service will be created.   

This is done by accessing the contextAction table within Database Manager.  The code will be similar 

to the existing Context Actions so the most efficient method will be to modify the necessary fields in, 

for example, “Open Incidents for this Service” and choose to “Add” the new Context Action.  The 

modifications needed are the Name, Description is optional, and within the Code change 

“probsummary” to “cm3r” and flag = true to open = true.  Choose Add to save the new Context 

Action. 

 

Add the new Context Action to a Context Definition record.  In this instance, it will be added to the 

definition for the incidents table and the affected.item field.  Click on the next available line under 

Action Name and choose fill.  You will be presented with a QBE of available Context Actions.  

Double click on “Open Changes for this Service” and add an Action Condition of true.  Save the 

record. 

 

Ensure that there is a scmessage record for the action defined in the contextDefinition record above.  

Within Database Manager search on the scmessage table for a class of contextAction.  If there is no 

scmessage record for the newly created action, add a record with the Action Name from the Context 

Definition record above in both the Message Number and Text fields. 
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Creating a new context wizard 

Since the new context wizard will function much like the existing wizards the most efficient method 

will be to modify the necessary fields in, for example, context incident and choose to “Add” the new 

wizard. 

From the System Navigator choose Tailoring > Wizards.  Enter context for the Wizard Name and 

Search.   Select context incident and change the Wizard Name from context incident to context 

change. 

 

On the File Selection tab Initial Expressions change the value assigned to $L.prev.wizard to “context 

change” 

 

On the Usage tab change the Sub Format to Display to a Change Management QBE format such as 

cm3r.qbe.g. 

 

On the Next Wizard tab change the Wizard Name to context change 

 

Choose Add to save the changes as a new wizard.  The final step is to add this new wizard to the 

context choose wizard to ensure that it will be run.  On the Next Wizard tab add context change 

under Wizard Name.  The Condition will be the same as the other wizards with the exception that the 

value assigned to $G.context.table = “cm3r”.  Save the changes to the wizard. 
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For more information  

Please visit the HP Software support Web site at: 

www.hp.com/go/hpsoftwaresupport 

 

This Web site provides contact information and details about the products, services, and support that 

HP Software offers. 

HP Software online software support provides customer self-solve capabilities.  It provides a fast and 

efficient way to access interactive technical support tools needed to manage your business.  As a 

valued customer, you can benefit by being able to: 

 Search for knowledge documents of interest 

 Submit and track progress on support cases 

 Submit enhancement requests online 

 Download software patches 

 Manage a support contract 

 Look up HP support contacts 

 Review information about available services 

 Enter discussions with other software customers 

 Research and register for software training 

Note: Most of the support areas require that you register as an HP Passport user and sign in.  Many 

also require an active support contract. 

To find more information about support access levels, go to the following URL: 

www.hp.com/go/hpsoftwaresupport/new_access_levels 

To register for an HP Passport ID, go to the following URL: 

www.hp.com/go/hpsoftwaresupport/passport-registration 
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